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Dynamical systems controltheory provides us with aset of powerful
Mathematical frameworks for describing complex

1 embodied systems

2 optimal behavior

3 feedback loops

One such framework that is particularly conducive to describing robotic

systems is state space representations

state H ER oftenwrittencompactly as x

state describes the keycharacteristicsof a system
position velocity joint config
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systemdynamics describe how our systemevolves over time
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Trajectorynotation state control are functionsof time To make timemore
explicit we denote the evolution of a system's state w this trajectory notation
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Nerves let's discuss why we even need safety analysis

If we knowfailure set eg obstaclesin a room isn't thatenough

ex in INTROTo AI you see gridworlds where agentmoves UPDown

simple case just don't moveright
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treasonte other strategic agents
Homicidal chauffer problem 1971 chauffer is tryingto hit thepedestrian

Driver is faster thanthe pedestrianin
II lin speed but is slowerto turn

6 Pedestria is more maneuverable directly
ctrls.it V7 but isslower
Can the pedestrianstaysafe



treasoned uncertainty
Even though we represent thesystem via a mathematicalmodel a model

will never be perfect in its representation of reality
Statistician George Box
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For example uncertainty can be represented no deterministically or probabilistically

Similarly it can be structured or unstructured
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The safetytools assurances that youget are diff btwn these representations
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enters in a know structuredway
oftensimple to setup but yields enters through parameters
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